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Background






 Classical Maa Model
Equivalent Fluid Model   
 Finite Element Model
 Rigid Frame (traditional metal panel)-resistant to environment
 Elastic Frame (new flexible thin panel)-light weight, energy efficient
Effect of Shaped Panels    
 Future Work
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Introduction of the Micro-perforated Panels
Environmentally friendly
Good low frequency performance
Affordable recently!






Maa Model (1975, 1987, 1998)Classical MPP Model
Analytical~Improved Maa Model
Numerical~Finite Element Method
Experimental~Four Microphone Impedance Tube
MPP Models Validation
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MPP Impedance Based on Ingard’s semi-empirical






tm  Z1: specific acoustic impedance
mr
c
z   0 End corrections
From sound radiation based on
Rayleigh’s theory
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9 : porosity                               
r : resistance                               
m: effective mass per unit area
x: perforation constant
Account for the hole interaction 31
  
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Finite Element Model (Axis Symmetric)
Tube center line
MPP Rigid Porous Material
lengthcharviscous:
yresistivit flow  :




















)14.11(48.0 2   re Impedance Tube
All the existing models can be 
obtained from an equivalent 
fluid model by selecting the 
i t t
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appropr a e parame ers 
Finite Element Models: Porous Media
MPP
Tube center line
Air AirMPP Magnified View









Rigid × × × × ×
Limp × × × × × ×
Elastic × × × × × × × × ×
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Experiment Setup
Tested Material: Brass Sample












B1 3 470170 1.1707 0.1016 0.1016
B2 8 44078 1.2882 0.2032 0.2032
B3 9 17414 1.4199 0.3048 0.3048
B4 12 29385 1.1716 0.2032 0.2032
B5 18 8707 1.2196 0.3048 0.3048






 Maa Model underestimates 
resistive part of the impedance 
in low perforation rate case    
 FEM model is acceptable
 The highlighted peak comes 
from the flexural panel vibration
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Results-High Perforation Rate
 Maa model overestimates the 
Observation
reactance due to neglect of hole 
interaction
I d M M d l i th mprove  aa o e  g ves e 
best match with experimental 
results 
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Elastic Frame Model 


















P1 0.305 1.6 997 1.76e9 0.4 0.07 5.28
arame ers requ re  n e oo s mprove  aa mo e
P2 0.35 1.6 1024 1.76e9 0.4 0.07 2.81





















P1 5.28 119000 1.1206 0.15 0.15 997 1.76e9 0.4 0.07
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P2 2.81 169000 1.1517 0.18 0.18 1024 1.76e9 0.4 0.07
Results Comparison
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Vibration Mode Validation in Ansys








5. 3507.8 No change occurs at this model
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6. 3526.2
     







The change of absorption curves mainly comes from the change of equivalent
backing space thickness.
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By curving the panel, resonance frequency changes, however, the Helmholtz 
effect (micro-perforation) dominates.
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Perforation Effect Panel Vibration Cavity Resonance
Significant Noticeable Not observable
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Acoustic & Structural Field Contour-W Shape
Acoustic field contour 
Disturbed by the panel vibration    
Structural movement (axial) contour
Less significant than Helmholtz effect
Structural movement (radial) contour   
Negligible in practice 
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Conclusion
 This finite element model can predict the 
performance of micro-perforated panels
 The FEM approach has an advantage when       
dealing with complex configurations and 
geometries 
 A proper FEM model should be chosen       
based on the panel material properties
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Future Work






Does this porous media model provide a new view to these pending problem?
MPP Performance in nonlinear range?
             
MPP Performance with biased  and grazing flow?
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Th k !an  you
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